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INTRODUCTION
The Lake Doster Dam was inspected pursuant to the requirements of Part 315, Dam Safety, Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Act, Act 451 of 1994.  Spicer Group, Inc. conducted the
inspection of the dam on April 30, 2020 as requested by the operator of the dam.  The scope of this
inspection is to identify conditions that constitute an existing or potential hazard to the dam.  The
identification of potential hazards is limited to the field visual inspection, review of previous reports,
review of previous plans, and general computations.  The contents of this report are not to be treated as
a detailed engineering evaluation.

This inspection report will serve as a supplement to previous inspections performed on the dam.
Previous inspection reports, drawings, sketches, calculations, etc. will be referred to as part of this
inspection report.  A summary of the design, construction, maintenance, and subsequent inspections of
the dam are outlined in the Project Information section of this report. All references regarding the
orientation of the dam shall be made as viewed looking downstream. The terms satisfactory, fair, poor,
and unsatisfactory will be used to describe the conditions of the dam. The following is a brief
definition of each term.

SATISFACTORY
No existing or potential dam safety deficiencies are recognized. Acceptable performance is
expected under all loading conditions (static, hydrologic, seismic) in accordance with the
applicable regulatory criteria or tolerable risk guidelines.

FAIR
No existing dam safety deficiencies are recognized for normal loading conditions. Rare or extreme
hydrologic and /or seismic events may result in a dam safety deficiency. Risk may be in the range
to take further action.

POOR
Dam safety deficiency is recognized for loading conditions which may realistically occur.
Remedial action is necessary. POOR may also be used when uncertainties exist as to critical
analysis parameters which identify a potential dam safety deficiency: further investigations and
studies are necessary.

UNSATISFACTORY
Dam safety deficiency is recognized that requires immediate or emergency remedial action for
problem resolution. Reservoir restrictions may be necessary until problem resolution.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Overall Condition

Visual inspection of the dam indicates that the dam and its appurtenant structures are in
satisfactory overall condition.  The spillway appears to be in satisfactory condition and capacity
adequate if properly operated.  The earthen embankments and spillway appear to be sound and
structurally stable at the time of the inspection.  The following is a list of observed deficiencies
and recommendations.

B. Observed Deficiencies and Recommendations

1. Observation: Brush and tree growth exists on portions of the upstream and downstream slopes
of the dam’s embankment.  In general, tree and brush growth on dam embankments has a
number of negative impacts.  Trees may be blown over by high winds resulting in the loss of
embankment due to displacement of the root ball.  The root structures of trees and brush may
lead to piping of internal embankment materials from seepage through the dam.  Trees and
roots systems provide habitat for burrowing animals. Animal burrows may lead to further
piping problems.  Inspection of the dam is more difficult due to the presence of trees and
brush.
Recommendation: Monitor all woody brush and tree growth along the dam.  Identify and
remove trees that may present a risk of falling and compromise the structural stability of the
embankment.  Spray cut stumps with a growth inhibiting herbicide. If animal burrows are
evident, rodents shall be exterminated and the burrows filled.  All disturbed areas should be
restored with topsoil and seed.  This will be a continual maintenance item.

2. Observation: There are several seepage areas or boils along the downstream toe of slope of the
left and right embankments.
Recommendation: Seepage is normal and expected however, these areas should be monitored
for any movement of earthen material to ensure no soil appears to be moving with the seepage.

3. Observation: The protective black coating on the outlet pipe is deteriorated.
Recommendation: No corrosion or loss of metal section was observed.  Applying a protective
coating may lengthen the service life of the outlet pipe but is not required.  The LDLA should
consider videotaping the length of the pipe to verify the condition of the material within the
structure.
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4. Observation: Muskrat activity was observed along the upstream face of the dam.  Vegetation
had been browsed and minor burrowing was beginning to take place along the toe of slope at
the water’s edge.
Recommendation: Action should be taken to remove the animals from the lake.  Consult with
a local trapper or pest control specialist to determine the most effective means for their
removal given the lake’s site conditions.

C. Further Detailed Studies and/or Investigations

At this time, we do not recommend any further investigation of the dam.  Every three years,
inspection by an engineer is required and we recommend periodic inspection by the dam owner.
We recommend recording periodic observations in a logbook to better identify changes that may
occur slowly over time.  We also suggest televising the interior of the outlet pipe to document the
condition of the pipe along with the condition of the connection between the outlet pipe and the
vertical inlet riser.

D. Hazard Potential Classification

The hazard potential classification of the Lake Doster Dam is currently listed as “high hazard.” A
“high hazard dam” is defined is a “dam located in an area where a failure may cause serious
damage to inhabited homes, agriculture buildings, campgrounds, recreational facilities, industrial
or commercial buildings, public utilities, main highways, or class I carrier railroads, or where
environmental degradation would be significant, or where danger to individuals exists with the
potential for loss of life” (Part 315, Act 451 of 1994).

We have reviewed the hazard potential classification for the Lake Doster Dam and do not
recommend changing the hazard potential classification at this time.

PROJECT INFORMATION
A. General Description of Dam

The Lake Doster Dam is located in the northwest quarter, Section 25, Town 1 North, Range

11 West, Allegan County. The dam consists of three earth embankments identified in past Reports as
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the left (#1), main (#2), and right (#3) earth embankments. Directional orientation referring to left or

right in the following text is based on standing on top of the dam and looking downstream.

The dam has only one spillway or principal spillway. This principal spillway is a 12-foot

high 66-inch diameter corrugated metal pipe (CMP) riser connected to a 255-foot long 48-inch

diameter bituminous-coated CMP outlet tube. This spillway has a 24-inch diameter inlet tube of

unknown length that projects into the impoundment area. The inlet tube is reported to have a slide

gate located in the interior of the riser.

The dam has a structural height of approximately 30 feet as measured from the natural bed

of the stream to the lowest point of the top of the dam. The dam's height, as defined by Part 315 of

Act 451, Public Acts of 1994, is approximately 29 feet as measured from the streambed to the

estimated design flood elevation. The dam impounds a surface area of approximately 114 acres.

Earth Embankment

The Lake Doster Dam has one main earth embankment approximately 350 feet in length with

a structural height of 30 feet. Two additional embankments referred to as the left and right

embankments respectively, were constructed to the left and right of the main embankment on top of a

natural ridge. The ridge had minimal elevations ranging from 852 feet to 854 feet. Please refer to

Figure 2 and the discussion on the construction of the embankments in the 1993 Report.

The upstream slopes of the embankments have sparse grass cover with light brush. The 2011

Report stated that previous report’s observations had noted developing trees that have now been

removed under the LDLA ongoing maintenance program. Trees and brush will be a constant

maintenance problem particularly for the downstream slope. Repairs conducted in 2016 have

regraded and flattened the downstream slope of the left embankment to 2-2.5 on 1. The grass needs

periodic mowing.

In the previous reports, the past thick vegetation consisting of brush and weeds on the

downstream slope of the left, main, and right embankments deterred a thorough investigation. Prior

to the 2011 Report, the downstream slope had been sufficiently cleared to allow the Lake Manager to

conduct periodic investigations for signs of slides, cracks, or settlement.

The 1999 Report noted new residential construction activity at the right downstream

abutment area of the right embankment. Fill had been reportedly placed on or near the crest of the

dam at the top of the downstream slope near the right abutment area. This area appears to be

stable.
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The crest of the dam varies in width from 35 feet to over 100 feet. It has a 20-foot wide

bituminous paved roadway that has been recently repaved. The crest appears stable. There was no

evidence of settlement or significant cracks. There was a longitudinal crack in the left embankment

noted in previous Reports, however, this crack has stabilized and no longer exists.

The pavement concentrates road runoff at the right embankment’s right abutment onto the

downstream slope interface. The 2008 Report had a recommendation for a catch basin / drop

structure to be connected to a horizontal outlet pipe. The 2011 Report found that this was not

installed. Rather than installing a catch basin, the Allegan County Road Commission installed a

bituminous inlet with a limited length of smooth lined corrugated plastic pipe (SLCPP). The inlet and

pipe functioned as a downspout onto the downstream slope of the right earth embankment. The

reported discharge on the downstream slope that was causing erosion of this slope, has been stabilized

with plain to heavy riprap.

The downstream area of the toe of slopes for all embankments have been cleared. These

areas need to be well maintained and cleared to provide access for the inspection of the downstream

slope of these embankments. The Lake Manager should make observation and notes for any signs of

instability such as sloughs, slides, cracks, seepage, and or piping.

Some general comments on trees made in the previous reports are repeated here and pertain

to earth embankments for dams. Trees can be blown over by high winds resulting in the loss of

embankment. The root systems of trees can develop seepage paths that may lead to piping (loss of

soil material by the movement of water). Presence of trees and brush encourages burrowing animal

activity. Therefore, both the burrowing animals such as muskrats and the presence of trees can

compromise the stability of the embankment slope. Any burrowing animals should be trapped and

removed from the earth embankment area.

Areas of seepage were still observed at the toe and left abutment area of the right

embankment and are shown in the photographs as well as at the toe of the left embankment.  This

area is being cleared. As with the previous reports, no piping of material was observed in the flow.

The seepage orange color is evidence of the deep flowage path under the earth embankments. The

orange color results from the ferrous oxide (iron content of the water) being exposed to air. This

seepage is located 20 to 30 feet from the toe of the downstream slope of the right embankment.
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Spillway and Outlet Works

The dam has only one spillway that is located in the main earth embankment. This principal

spillway consists of a 12-foot high 66-inch diameter CMP riser connected to a 255-foot long, 48-

inch diameter, bituminous coated, CMP outlet tube. This spillway has a 24-inch diameter inlet tube

of unknown length with a slide gate located in the interior of the riser. The riser has a 78-inch

diameter CMP pipe on the outside and the space between the two pipes was filled with concrete.

No steel reinforcement was added. The added weight of the concrete probably counteracts against

uplift pressure on the foundation of the riser.

The top of the trash rack is shown in the photographs. As reported in the 1993 report, the

trash rack has 1-inch by 4-inch openings and could be easily plugged by weeds. No debris was

present on the trash rack at the time of the inspection.  The 1996 Report recommended a change by

increasing the trash rack spacing to at least three to six inches and making the trash rack a conical

shape. However, the LDLA opted to raise the trash rack. This option allows the small debris to pass

and is an acceptable alternative.

The riser, as well as the 48-inch diameter outlet tube, had a bituminous coating applied when

installed. Portions of the exterior application of this coating are detached from the outlet pipe.

However, no exterior rusting of this galvanized pipe has occurred. The interior of the outlet tube was

inspected in 1993, 1999 and 2002. Mr. Dertz took a video in 2008. A DVD titled the “Lake Doster

Dam Outlet Pipe Inspection” was done by OMM Engineering, Inc. Review of that DVD for the 2008

Report found no change in the condition of the interior of the outlet pipe from previous inspection

Reports. The interior of this pipe was not observed during this inspection. It is recommended that

continued interior inspections of the outlet tube be documented with either photographs or video

recordings. Any loss of bituminous coating or separation of joints should be duly recorded.

The discharge from the outlet tube has to negotiate a bend within the tube. Flow exits the

outlet tube to a natural plunge pool. The existence of the bend in the outlet tube can cause flow

transitions that could impact the integrity of the pipe’s joints. The bend could also hamper future

repairs or modifications (discussed below.) The plunge pool was formed naturally and is adequate

for the design flows. The channel banks of the plunge pool have been stabilized with block.

Though the principal spillway still remains in fair to good condition, it is recommended that

the owner continue with a plan for the repair, modification, or replacement of this structure. The type

of material present in the principal spillway is subject to further deterioration. The spillway will

exceed its recognized “design life” with over 50-years of service. Repair, modification, or
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replacement may have to be implemented within the next five to ten years and is solely dependent on

its condition. Several options to repair or replace the pipe were previously discussed with the LDLA

representatives; however, this is beyond the scope of this inspection report.

The owner is reminded that each repair, modification, or replacement option has functional

advantages and disadvantages that need to be weighed with future financial costs and considerations.

However, some considerations were discussed in the 2011 report, and some of those considerations

have been addressed with the slide gate and trash rack repair. The need to address the existing bend

in the outlet tube that has potential to impact not only flows but has structural impacts due to water

flow transitions; the bend may impact the mode of repair as either plastic pipe inserts or impregnated

lining will need to traverse the bend.

B. Purpose of Dam

The Lake Doster Dam was originally constructed in 1961 to provide recreational opportunity for
land development around the impoundment.  The dam currently serves to maintain a recreational
impoundment for the residential development adjacent to the lake.

C. Available Design, Construction and Maintenance Information

Records were not available at the time of the inspection but have been referenced and included in
previous dam inspection reports.  A brief history of the dam is noted below for future reference:

 1961   Dam constructed
2015 Dam failure on left embankment. Emergency repairs were conducted in 2015.
2016 Embankment reconstructed. This work was completed under EGLE Permit No.

WRP000257

D. Previous Inspection Reports

2002   Dam Inspection Report, Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 0723
2011   Dam Inspection Report, Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 0723
2014   Dam Inspection Report, Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 0723
2017 Dam Inspection Report, Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 0723
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FIELD INSPECTION
Spicer Group performed a visual inspection of the dam on April 30, 2020.  Photographs were taken
and a field inspection checklist was completed in the field and office summarizing the inspection.  The
checklist and field notes are included in Appendix A and photographs are included Appendix D.  The
following is a summary of the visual observations made during the inspection.

A. Earth Embankment

Overall, the left, main, and right earthen embankments appear to be in fair to satisfactory condition and
appear to be regularly maintained. No horizontal movement of the embankment was observed nor
were any critical deficiencies observed.

 Left Embankment
1. Portions of the left embankment were reconstructed in 2016. Overall, the embankment is well

vegetated.  There are several portions where additional topsoil and seed may be required to
establish grass growth where weed removal has taken place.

2. Brush was observed throughout the upstream slope of the embankment and portions of the
downstream slope. Although this inhibits inspection, the brush does provide wave protection
for the embankment. Trees have been regularly removed from the embankment.

3. Muskrat activity was observed on the upstream portion of the left embankment crest.

 Main Embankment
1. Some minor amounts of woody vegetation were observed on the upstream slope of the

embankment.
2. A small cottonwood tree is on the right side of the downstream slope.
3. Portions of the right embankment were recently reconstructed. There are several portions

where additional topsoil and seed may be required to establish grass growth.

 Right Embankment
1. Some minor amounts of woody vegetation were observed on the upstream and downstream

slopes of the embankment.
2. A small area of standing water or seepage was observed on the left side of the downstream toe

of slope.  No movement of earthen material was observed.  Continue to monitor this area and
provide log of observations.
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B. Spillway and Outlet Works

Principal Spillway
1. No deficiencies were observed.  The gate was operated during the inspection and functioned

without error.  According to the maintenance manager, the gate is operated each year.

C. Downstream of Dam

1. The downstream channel appears to be in fair condition and no obstructions were observed in
the immediate vicinity of the dam.

STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Based on this visual inspection, the dam appears to be stable and does not appear to be at risk of
immediate failure.  The spillway is in satisfactory condition.  Routine maintenance and vegetation
removal should be continued.

HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS
A. Available Design Data and Hydrologic Design Data

Hydrologic Information provided by the EGLE has been obtained and is included Appendix A of
this report.  The EGLE calculated the 200-year peak inflow into the impoundment to be
approximately 120 cfs with an estimated runoff volume of 240 acre-feet.

B. Contributing Drainage Area

The area contributing to the Lake Doster Dam is approximately 1.26 square miles.  The ratio of
contributing drainage area to the surface area of Lake Doster (108 acres) is approximately 8 to 1.

C. Design Flood Determination

The design flood is determined by the EGLE classification of the dam.  High hazard dams are
required to convey the 200-year event if the dam is less than 40 feet in height or half the probable
maximum flood.  The structural height of the Lake Doster Dam is 34 feet therefore the dam is
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required to pass the 200-year flood.  EGLE determined the 200-year peak inflow into the
impoundment to be 110 cfs.

D. Existing Spillway Capacity

The principal spillway has an estimated capacity of approximately 230 cfs with no freeboard.
The estimated capacity of the spillway with 1.5 feet of freeboard is 95 cfs. However, the total
runoff volume ranged from 290 acre-feet (1999 Report) to 210 acre- feet (2002 Report), with the
present runoff volume estimated by EGLE to be 240 acre-feet. It is estimated, based on the
storage capacity-rating curve in Appendix C of the 2002 Report, that this range of runoff volumes
could easily be stored in the impoundment with a rise in the impoundment level of approximately
1.3 feet. This would leave 1.8 feet of freeboard. Based on these facts, the dam has sufficient
spillway capacity.

E. Routing of Spillway Design Flood

No information on routing of the design flood was available at the time of this inspection.  Routing
of the inflow hydrograph is warranted due to vast amount of storage capacity of the impoundment
(approximately 460 acre-feet).

F. Flood of Record

The 1993 report indicates that the previous owner, a Mr. Langkamp, reported that a 12-inch rain
fell in a 24-hour period in 1979.  Dam failure did not occur.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
The Lake Doster Dam is operated and maintained by the Lake Doster Lake Association.  The primary
purpose of operation and maintenance will be to identify routine and regular maintenance practices and
to regularly operate the slide gate.  Given this, the inspection report becomes a sort of maintenance
plan as the frequency of the inspections will likely identify the regular or necessary maintenance items.
All maintenance and repair items should be logged or tracked for future use.  Information such as
mowing intervals, maintenance performed, lake levels, and operation of the gates may be recorded.
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EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
Due to the high hazard potential rating, an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) is required under Part 315 of
Act 451 of 1994 (NREPA).  The EAP should be updated, reviewed, and approved by the Allegan
County Emergency Management Department and then transmitted to the EGLE.  The Lake Manager
confirmed that they regularly update the plan.
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Lipon, Ellie A.

From: EGLE-wrd-qreq <EGLE-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:51 PM
To: Lipon, Ellie A.
Subject: RE: flood or low flow discharge request (ContentID - 168812)

We have estimated the flood frequency discharges requested in your email of March 2, 2020 (Process No. 20200094), as
follows:

Tributary to Silver Creek (Kalamazoo County) at Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 723, Section 25, T01N, R11W, Gun Plain
Township, Allegan County, has a total drainage area of 1.52 square miles and a contributing drainage area of 1.26 square
miles.  The design discharge for this dam is the 0.5% chance (200-year) flood.  The 50%, 20%, 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%,
and 0.2% chance peak flows are estimated to be 20 cubic feet per second (cfs), 30 cfs, 40 cfs, 60 cfs, 80 cfs, 100 cfs, 120
cfs, and 140 cfs, respectively.  The 0.5% chance flood volume is estimated to be 240 acre-feet. (Watershed Basin No. 17
Kalamazoo).

Please include a copy of this letter with your inspection report or any subsequent application for permit.  These
estimates should be confirmed by our office if an application is not submitted within one year.  If you have any questions
concerning the discharge estimates, please contact Ms. Susan Greiner, Hydrologic Studies and Dam Safety Unit, at 517-
284-5579, or by email at: GreinerS@michigan.gov.  If you have any questions concerning the hydraulics or the
requirements for the dam safety inspection report, please contact Mr. Luke Trumble of our Dam Safety Program at 517-
420-8923, or by email at: TrumbleL@michigan.gov.

-----Original Message-----
From: DoNotReply@michigan.gov <DoNotReply@michigan.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 12:14 PM
To: EGLE-wrd-qreq <EGLE-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov>
Cc: ellie.lipon@spicergroup.com
Subject: flood or low flow discharge request (ContentID - 168812)

Requestor: Ellie Lipon
Company: Spicer Group, Inc.
Address: 1400 Zeeb Drive
City: St. Johns MI
Zip: 48879
Phone: 9892275010
Date: 2020-03-02
F50percent: Yes
F20percent: Yes
F10percent: Yes
F4percent: Yes
F2percent: Yes
F1percent: Yes
F0.5percent: Yes
F0.2percent: Yes
ContactAgency: None Selected
ContactPerson:

mailto:EGLE-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov
mailto:GreinerS@michigan.gov.
mailto:TrumbleL@michigan.gov.
mailto:DoNotReply@michigan.gov
mailto:DoNotReply@michigan.gov
mailto:EGLE-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov
mailto:ellie.lipon@spicergroup.com
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Watercourse: Lake Doster Dam
LocalName:
CountyLocation: Ionia
CityorTownship: Silver Creek
Section: 25
Town: 01N
Range: 11W
Location: Flow request for area tributary to Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID No. 723.
FFR1: Dam

CONFIDENTIALITY: This communication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of the addressee(s) and may
contain proprietary, confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, copying,
disclosure, or distribution or the taking of any action in reliance upon this information is strictly prohibited. If you are not
the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and delete this communication and destroy all copies.
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INTRODUCTION 
The Lake Doster Dam was inspected pursuant to the requirements of Part 315, Dam Safety, Natural 
Resources and Environmental Protection Act, Act 451 of 1994.  Spicer Group, Inc. conducted the 
inspection of the dam on March 31, 2017 as requested by the operator of the dam.  The scope of this 
inspection is to identify conditions that constitute an existing or potential hazard to the dam.  The 
identification of potential hazards is limited to the field visual inspection, review of previous reports, 
review of previous plans, and general computations.  The contents of this report are not to be treated as 
a detailed engineering evaluation.   
 
This inspection report will serve as a supplement to previous inspections performed on the dam.  
Previous inspection reports, drawings, sketches, calculations, etc. will be referred to as part of this 
inspection report.  A summary of the design, construction, maintenance, and subsequent inspections of 
the dam are outlined in the Project Information section of this report. All references regarding the 
orientation of the dam shall be made as viewed looking downstream. The terms satisfactory, fair, poor, 
and unsatisfactory will be used to describe the conditions of the dam. The following is a brief 
definition of each term. 
 

SATISFACTORY  
No existing or potential dam safety deficiencies are recognized. Acceptable performance is 
expected under all loading conditions (static, hydrologic, seismic) in accordance with the 
applicable regulatory criteria or tolerable risk guidelines.  
  
FAIR  
No existing dam safety deficiencies are recognized for normal loading conditions. Rare or extreme 
hydrologic and /or seismic events may result in a dam safety deficiency. Risk may be in the range 
to take further action.  
  
POOR  
Dam safety deficiency is recognized for loading conditions which may realistically occur. 
Remedial action is necessary. POOR may also be used when uncertainties exist as to critical 
analysis parameters which identify a potential dam safety deficiency: further investigations and 
studies are necessary.  
  
UNSATISFACTORY  
Dam safety deficiency is recognized that requires immediate or emergency remedial action for 

problem resolution. Reservoir restrictions may be necessary until problem resolution.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Overall Condition 
 

Visual inspection of the dam indicates that the dam and its appurtenant structures are in 
satisfactory overall condition.  The spillway appears to be in satisfactory condition and capacity 
adequate if properly operated.  The earthen embankments and spillway appear to be sound and 
structurally stable at the time of the inspection.  The following is a list of observed deficiencies 
and recommendations. 

 
B. Observed Deficiencies and Recommendations 
 

1. Observation: Brush and tree growth exists on the downstream slope of the dam’s left 
embankment.  In general, tree and brush growth on dam embankments has a number of 
negative impacts.  Trees may be blown over by high winds resulting in the loss of 
embankment due to displacement of the root ball.  The root structures of trees and brush may 
lead to piping of internal embankment materials from seepage through the dam.  Trees and 
roots systems provide habitat for burrowing animals. Animal burrows may lead to further 
piping problems.  Inspection of the dam is more difficult due to the presence of trees and 
brush.   
Recommendation: Monitor all woody brush and tree growth along left embankment.  Identify 
and remove trees that may present a risk of falling and compromise the structural stability of 
the embankment.  Spray cut stumps with a growth inhibiting herbicide. If animal burrows are 
evident, rodents shall be exterminated and the burrows filled.  All disturbed areas should be 
restored with top soil and seed.  This will be a continual maintenance item. 

 
2. Observation: There are several seepage areas or boils along the downstream toe of slope of the 

left and right embankments.   
Recommendation: Monitor these areas for movement of earthen material. 

 
3. Observation: The protective coating on the outlet pipe is beginning to deteriorate.  

Recommendation: No corrosion or loss of metal section was observed.  The LDLA should 
consider videotaping the length of the pipe during the next regular dam inspection. 
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C. Further Detailed Studies and/or Investigations 

 
At this time, we do not recommend any further investigation of the dam.  Every three years, 
inspection by an engineer is required and we recommend periodic inspection by the dam owner.  
We recommend recording periodic observations in a log book.  We also recommend videotaping 
the interior of the outlet pipe to document the conditions. 

 
D. Hazard Potential Classification 

 
The hazard potential classification of the Lake Doster Dam is currently listed as “high hazard.” A 
“high hazard dam” is defined is a “dam located in an area where a failure may cause serious 
damage to inhabited homes, agriculture buildings, campgrounds, recreational facilities, industrial 
or commercial buildings, public utilities, main highways, or class I carrier railroads, or where 
environmental degradation would be significant, or where danger to individuals exists with the 
potential for loss of life” (Part 315, Act 451 of 1994). 
 
We have reviewed the hazard potential classification for the Lake Doster Dam and do not 
recommend changing the hazard potential classification at this time. 
 

PROJECT INFORMATION 
A. General Description of Dam 

 
The Lake Doster Dam is located in the northwest quarter, Section 25, Town 1 North, Range 

11 West, Allegan County. The dam consists of three earth embankments identified in past Reports as 

the left (#1), main (#2), and right (#3) earth embankments. Directional orientation referring to left or 

right in the following text is based on standing on top of the dam and looking downstream. 

The dam has only one spillway or principal spillway. This principal spillway is a 12-foot 

high 66-inch diameter corrugated metal pipe (CMP) riser connected to a 255- foot long 48-inch 

diameter bituminous-coated CMP outlet tube. This spillway has a 24- inch diameter inlet tube of 

unknown length that projects into the impoundment area. The inlet tube is reported to have a slide 

gate located in the interior of the riser. 

The dam has a structural height of approximately 30 feet as measured from the natural bed 

of the stream to the lowest point of the top of the dam. The dam's height, as defined by Part 315 of 

Act 451, Public Acts of 1994, is approximately 29 feet as measured from the streambed to the 

estimated design flood elevation. The dam impounds a surface area of approximately 114 acres. 
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Earth Embankment 
 

The Lake Doster Dam has one main earth embankment approximately 350 feet in length with 

a structural height of 30 feet. Two additional embankments referred to as the left and right 

embankments respectively, were constructed to the left and right of the main embankment on top of a 

natural ridge. The ridge had minimal elevations ranging from 852 feet to 854 feet. Please refer to 

Figure 2 and the discussion on the construction of the embankments in the 1993 Report. 

The upstream slopes of the embankments have sparse grass cover with light brush. The 2011 

Report stated that previous report’s observations had noted developing trees that have now been 

removed under the LDLA ongoing maintenance program. Trees and brush will be a constant 

maintenance problem particularly for the downstream slope. Repairs conducted in 2016 have 

regraded and flattened the downstream slope of the left embankment to 2-2.5 on 1. The grass needs 

periodic mowing. 

In the previous Reports, the past thick vegetation consisting of brush and weeds on the 

downstream slope of the left, main, and right embankments deterred a thorough investigation. Prior 

to the 2011 Report, the downstream slope had been sufficiently cleared to allow the Lake Manager to 

conduct periodic investigations for signs of slides, cracks, or settlement. 

The 1999 Report noted new residential construction activity at the right downstream 

abutment area of the right embankment. Fill had been reportedly placed on or near the crest of the 

dam at the top of the downstream slope near the right abutment area. This area appears to be 

stable. 

The crest of the dam varies in width from 35 feet to over 100 feet. It has a 20- foot wide 

bituminous paved roadway that was newly paved after the 2005 Inspection. The crest appears stable. 

There was no evidence of settlement or significant cracks. There are minor transverse cracks over 

the outlet tube area of the main earth embankment. This may be due to the slight settlement of 

engineered fill over the pipe. It should be periodically observed. This year frequent transverse 

cracking in the bituminous pavement was observed, however, this is typical of such pavement as it 

ages and is not a concern for the earth embankment. There were longitudinal crack in the left 

embankment noted in previous Reports, however, this crack has stabilized and no longer exists. 

The pavement concentrates road runoff at the right embankment’s right abutment onto the 

downstream slope interface. The 2008 Report had a recommendation for a catch basin / drop 

structure to be connected to a horizontal outlet pipe. The 2011 Report found that this was not 

installed. Rather than installing a catch basin, the Allegan County Road Commission installed a 
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bituminous inlet with a limited length of smooth lined corrugated plastic pipe (SLCPP). The inlet and 

pipe functioned as a downspout onto the downstream slope of the right earth embankment. The 

reported discharge on the downstream slope that was causing erosion of this slope, has been stabilized 

with plain to heavy riprap. 

The downstream area of the toe of slopes for all embankments have been cleared. These 

areas need to be well maintained and cleared to provide access for the inspection of the downstream 

slope of these embankments. The Lake Manager should make observation and notes for any signs of 

instability (sloughs, slides, cracks, seepage, and or piping). 

Some general comments on trees made in the previous reports are repeated here and pertain 

to earth embankments for dams. Trees can be blown over by high winds resulting in the loss of 

embankment. The root systems of trees can develop seepage paths that may lead to piping (loss of 

soil material by the movement of water). Presence of trees and brush encourages burrowing animal 

activity. Therefore, both the burrowing animals such as muskrats and the presence of trees can 

compromise the stability of the embankment slope. Any burrowing animals should be trapped and 

removed from the earth embankment area. 
 

Areas of seepage were still observed at the toe and left abutment area of the right 

embankment and are shown in the photographs as well as at the toe of the left embankment.  This 

area is being cleared. As with the previous reports no piping of material was observed in the flow. 

The seepage orange color is evidence of the deep flowage path under the earth embankments. The 

orange color results from the ferrous oxide (iron content of the water) being exposed to air.  This 

seepage is located 20 to 30 feet from the toe of the downstream slope of the right embankment.  

 
Spillway and Outlet Works 

The dam has only one spillway that is located in the main earth embankment. This principal 

spillway consists of a 12-foot high 66-inch diameter CMP riser connected to a 255-foot long 48-inch 

diameter, bituminous coated, CMP outlet tube. This spillway has a 24-inch diameter inlet tube of 

unknown length with a slide gate located in the interior of the riser. The riser has a 78-inch diameter 

CMP pipe on the outside and the space between the two pipes was filled with concrete. No steel 

reinforcement was added. The added weight of the concrete probably counteracts against uplift 

pressure on the foundation of the riser. 

The top of the trash rack is shown in the photographs. As reported in the 1993 Report, the 

trash rack has 1-inch by 4-inch openings and could be easily plugged by weeds. No debris was 

present on the trash rack at the time of the inspection.  The 1996 Report recommended a change by 
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increasing the trashrack spacing to at least three to six inches and making the trashrack a conical 

shape. However, the LDLA opted to raise the trashrack. This option allows the small debris to pass, 

and is an acceptable alternative. 

The riser, as well as the 48-inch diameter outlet tube, had a bituminous coating applied when 

installed. Portions of the exterior application of this coating are detached from the outlet pipe. 

However, no exterior rusting of this galvanized pipe has occurred. The interior of the outlet tube was 

inspected in 1993, 1999 and 2002. Mr. Dertz took a video in 2008. A DVD titled the “Lake Doster 

Dam Outlet Pipe Inspection” was done by OMM Engineering, Inc. Review of that DVD for the 2008 

Report found no change in the condition of the interior of the outlet pipe from previous inspection 

Reports. The interior of this pipe was not observed during this inspection. It is recommended that 

continued interior inspections of the outlet tube be documented with either photographs or video 

recordings. Any loss of bituminous coating or separation of joints should be duly recorded. 

The discharge from the outlet tube has to negotiate a bend within the tube. Flow exits the 

outlet tube to a natural plunge pool. The existence of the bend in the outlet tube can cause flow 

transitions that could impact the integrity of the pipe’s joints. The bend could also hamper future 

repairs or modifications (discussed below.) The plunge pool was formed naturally and is adequate 

for the design flows. The channel banks of the plunge pool have been stabilized with block. 

Though the principal spillway still remains in fair to good condition, it is recommended that 

the owner continue with a plan for the repair, modification, or replacement of this structure. The type 

of material present in the principal spillway is subject to further deterioration. The spillway will 

exceed its recognized “design life” with over 50-years of service. Repair, modification, or 

replacement may have to be implemented within the next 5-10 years, and is solely dependent on its 

condition. Several options to repair or replace the pipe were previously discussed with the LDLA 

representatives; however, this is beyond the scope of this inspection report. 

The owner is reminded that each repair, modification, or replacement option has functional 

advantages and disadvantages that need to be weighed with future financial costs and considerations. 

However, some considerations were discussed in the 2011 Report, and some of those considerations 

have been addressed with the slide gate and trash rack repair. The need to address the existing bend 

in the outlet tube that has potential to impact not only flows but has structural impacts due to water 

flow transitions; the bend may impact the mode of repair as either plastic pipe inserts or impregnated 

lining will need to traverse the bend. 
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B. Purpose of Dam 

 
The Lake Doster Dam was originally constructed in 1961 to provide recreational opportunity for 
land development around the impoundment.  The dam currently serves to maintain a recreational 
impoundment for the residential development adjacent to the lake. 

 
C. Available Design, Construction and Maintenance Information 

 
Records were not available at the time of the inspection but have been referenced and included in 
previous dam inspection reports.  A brief history of the dam is noted below for future reference: 

 
 1961   Dam constructed  

2015  Dam failure on left embankment. Emergency repairs were conducted in 2015. 
2016 Embankment reconstructed. This work was completed under MDEQ Permit No. 

WRP000257 
 

D. Previous Inspection Reports 
 

2002   Dam Inspection Report, Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 0723 
2011   Dam Inspection Report, Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 0723 
2014   Dam Inspection Report, Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 0723, Gary Croskey, P.E.  
 

FIELD INSPECTION 
Spicer Group performed a visual inspection of the dam on March 31, 2017.  Photographs were taken 
and a field inspection checklist was completed in the field and office summarizing the inspection.  The 
checklist and field notes are included in Appendix A and photographs are included Appendix D.  The 
following is a summary of the visual observations made during the inspection. 
 
A. Earth Embankment 

 
Overall, the left, main, and right earthen embankments appear to be in fair to satisfactory condition and 
generally appear to be regularly maintained. No horizontal movement of the embankment was 
observed nor were any critical deficiencies observed.   
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 Left Embankment 
1. Portions of the left embankment were recently reconstructed. There are several portions where 

additional topsoil and seed may be required to establish grass growth. 
2. Multiple woody vegetation were observed throughout the upstream slope of the embankment 

and portions of the downstream slope. 
3. A 2” diameter animal burrow was observed on the upstream portion of the left embankment 

crest. 
 
 Main Embankment 

1. Some minor amounts of woody vegetation were observed on the upstream slope of the 
embankment. 

2. A small berm was constructed at the toe of slope and is holding back water.   
3. A small cottonwood tree is on the right side of the downstream slope. 
4. Portions of the right embankment were recently reconstructed. There are several portions 

where additional topsoil and seed may be required to establish grass growth.  
 

 Right Embankment 
1. Some minor amounts of woody vegetation were observed on the upstream and downstream 

slopes of the embankment. 
2. A small area of standing water or seepage was observed on the left side of the downstream toe 

of slope.  No movement of earthen material was observed.  Continue to monitor this area and 
provide log of observations. 
 

B. Spillway and Outlet Works 
 
Principal Spillway 
1. No deficiencies were observed.  The gate was not operated during the inspection.  According 

to the maintenance manager, the gate is operated each year. 
 
 
C. Downstream of Dam 

 
1. The downstream channel appears to be in fair condition and no obstructions were observed in 

the immediate vicinity of the dam.  
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STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
Based on this visual inspection, the dam appears to be stable and does not appear to be at risk of 
immediate failure.  The spillway is in satisfactory condition.  Routine maintenance and vegetation 
removal should be continued. 
 
HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS 
A. Available Design Data and Hydrologic Design Data 

 
Hydrologic Information provided by the MDEQ has been obtained and is included Appendix A of 
this report.  The MDEQ calculated the 200-year peak inflow into impoundment to be 
approximately 110 cfs with an estimated runoff volume of 240 acre-feet.   
 

B. Contributing Drainage Area 
 
The area contributing to the Lake Doster Dam is approximately 1.4 square miles.  The ratio of 
contributing drainage area to the surface area of Lake Doster (108 acres) is approximately 8 to 1. 
 

C. Design Flood Determination 
 
The design flood is determined by the MDEQ classification of the dam.  High hazard dams are 
required to convey the 200 year event if the dam is less than 40 feet in height or half the probable 
maximum flood.  The structural height of the Lake Doster Dam is 34 feet therefore the dam is 
required to pass the 200 year flood.  MDEQ determined the 200 year peak inflow into the 
impoundment to be 110 cfs.   
 

D. Existing Spillway Capacity 
 
The principal spillway has an estimated capacity of approximately 230 cfs with no freeboard. 
The estimated capacity of the spillway with 1.5 feet of freeboard is 95 cfs. However, the total 
runoff volume ranged from 290 acre-feet (1999 Report) to 210 acre- feet (2002 Report), with the 
present runoff volume estimated by MDEQ to be 240 acre- feet. It is estimated, based on the 
storage capacity-rating curve in Appendix C of the 2002 Report, that this range of runoff volumes 
could easily be stored in the impoundment with a rise in the impoundment level of approximately 
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1.3 feet. This would leave 1.8 feet of freeboard. Based on these facts, the dam has sufficient 
spillway capacity. 

E. Routing of Spillway Design Flood 
 
No information on routing of the design flood was available at the time of this inspection.  Routing 
of the inflow hydrograph is warranted due to vast amount of storage capacity of the impoundment 
(approximately 460 acre-feet). 

 
F. Flood of Record 

 
The 1993 report indicates that the previous owner, a Mr. Langkamp, reported that a 12 inch rain 
fell in a 24 hour period in 1979.  Dam failure did not occur.   

 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE  
The Lake Doster Dam is operated and maintained by the Lake Doster Lake Association.  The primary 
purpose of operation and maintenance will be to identify routine and regular maintenance practices and 
to regularly operate the slide gate.  Given this, the inspection report becomes a sort of maintenance 
plan as the frequency of the inspections will likely identify the regular or necessary maintenance items.  
All maintenance and repair items should be logged or tracked for future use.  Information such as 
mowing intervals, maintenance performed, lake levels, and operation of the stop logs may be recorded. 
 
EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN 
Due to the high hazard potential rating, an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) is required under Part 315 of 
Act 451 of 1994 (NREPA).  The EAP should be updated, reviewed, and approved by the Allegan 
County Emergency Management Department and then transmitted to the MDEQ.
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APPENDIX A 

 
DAM INSPECTION WORKSHEET AND CHECKLIST 

INSPECTION FIELD NOTES 
MDEQ INVENTORY OF DAM  

MDEQ HYDROLOGIC INFORMATION  
 

  





















Dam ID 723 National ID MI00723

Dam Name Lake Doster Dam

Popular Name

Pond Name Lake Doster

1/4 Section SE Sec 25 Town 01N Range 11W DEQ District Kalamazoo

Quad U20NE

Plan

City Silver Creek Distance (mi) 3 Population 50

Owner ID 869 Owner Lake Doster Lake Association

Inspector Gary F. Croskey, P.E., LLCInspection Date 05/16/2014

Next Inspection Date 12/31/2017Report Date 05/30/2014

Year Built 1962

Top Of Dam To Streambed (ft) 34 Design Flood ElevationTo Streambed (ft) 34

Head {Headwater - Tailwater At Normal Flow (ft)} 28

Pond Acres At Normal Flow 108 Max. Storage (ac-ft) 1650 Normal Storage (ac-ft) 1200

River Tributary to Silver Creek Watershed 17 Drainage Area (sq. mi) 1.4

Max. Spillway Capacity (cfs) 188

Design Inflow Discharge (cfs) 110

Design Outflow Discharge (cfs) 90

Crest Length (ft) 1100Spillway Width (ft) 12

Permit No. M-7 Repair Permit No.

Property ID None

Year Legal Lake Level Established Winter Level (ft) Summer Level (ft)

FERC No.

Installed Capacity (kw-hr) 0

Regulatory Agency Michigan DEQ

Purpose RecreationType Earth

EAP Yes

Design Flood 200 Year

Hazard High

Owner Type Private

Phase I (PL92-367) Inspection Yes

Spillway Control Uncontrolled

DEQ/DNR Construction Approval

State Assessed No

Public Access No

Trout Stream

Lamprey Barrier

Fish Passage No

Private on Federal No

SCS/NRCS None

File Yes

County Allegan County # 3

State Michigan

Authority Part 315 Del. Authority

Print 
Record

Close 
Inventory

Jurisdiction Allegan County

Action Requested

Latitude 42.448333

Longitude -85.556667

Additional 
Information

EAP "Last Update" is approximate.

According to a consultant, the plans linked to this form appear to be plans for a "Greater" Lake Doster, which was 
never built.  The current Lake Doster would be just to the south east of the line in section 25 on the
plans.  BL 8/2005  Section # changed accordingly on 5/27/2008 based on location map found in report by GFC 
dated 7/17/1993  --  JCH

Normal Freeboard (ft)

Compliance Activity

06/20/2014Report Received

3 plan files

Report Reply Date 11/18/2014

 EAP Last Updated 2/24/2014

Permit Expiration Date

Condition Satisfactory Condition Detail Meets applicable tolerable risk criteria                                        

4 Inspection Reports 1 Emergency Action Plan

Locate in Bing Maps

ArcMap

Correspondence (5 Files)
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LAKE DOSTER DAM 
LOCATION MAP 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Lake Doster Lake Association (LDLA) owns the Lake Doster Dam.  The dam 

is in good to excellent condition.  At the time of the visual inspection no structural 

deficiencies were found that might cause a failure of the dam.  The Lake Doster Dam 

has sufficient spillway capacity.  

The recommendations of the 2011 Dam Safety Inspection Report, were reviewed 

with the owners representative, Mr. Dennis Erickson, Lake Manager (under contract 

with LDLA); and Mr. Mike Wright, Operations Manager and board member for LDLA.  All 

2011 recommendations have been addressed by LDLA.  Some recommendations that 

have completed still require ongoing maintenance, e.g. vegetation that develops on the 

upstream and downstream slopes of the earth embankments.  Trees and brush have 

been cut down from both upstream (u/s) and downstream (d/s) slopes of all 

embankments.   A written operation and maintenance plan is part of the Lake Manager’s 

contract with LDLA, and includes inspection of the embankments for slides, cracks, 

seepage, burrowing animals, and vegetation management.  The interior of the outlet 

tube is visually inspected annually.  The 2008 and 2011 Reports recommendation to 

control road runoff at the right earth embankment abutment area has been addressed.  

Previous Reports have recommended installation of a conical trashrack.  LDLA has 

raised the existing rack which is a satisfactory alternative.  The Lake Manager provides 

LDLA with monthly reports on recorded observations.  The Emergency Action Plan 

(EAP) was reported updated with Allegan County Emergency Services Coordinator. 

The recommended actions listed below address structural, hydraulic, and 

operational deficiencies found during the visual inspection.  Recommendations are 

listed by priority. 

1. The area of the downstream toe of each earth embankment must continue to be 

cleared to facilitate dam inspections of the downstream slope and toe of the dam.  This 

is an ongoing responsibility of the LDLA Lake Manager and Operations Manager. 

2. Continue with the excellent program to inspect for seepage through each of the 

three earth embankments and document observations.  This is the contractual 

responsibility of the Lake Manager. 
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3. Continue to inspect the interior of the principal spillway’s outlet tube annually.  

Any loss of bituminous coating and or separation of joints should be duly recorded, i.e. 

with photographs or video, and provided to the engineer at the triennial dam safety 

inspections. 

4. Update the EAP annually, and submit to the Allegan County Emergency Services 

Coordinator.  As required under Part 315 and its administrative rules, provide a copy of 

the transmittal letter to the County and provide and a complimentary copy of the EAP to 

the MDEQ. 

  

5. The LDLA should start continue with a plan for the future repair, modification, or 

replacement of the principal spillway structure.  Options for consideration are discussed 

in the 2011 Reports Spillway Section. 

This report is the eighth dam safety inspection report under Michigan's Dam 

Safety Act.  References to and portions of the previous reports are referred to as the 

year of the Report, e.g. 2011 Report. 

PROJECT INFORMATION 
The following discussion was provided in the previous dam safety inspection 

reports (1993 – 2008, and 2011 Reports).  Portions are updated as needed for this 

report. 

The Lake Doster Dam is located in the northwest quarter, Section 25, Town 1 

North, Range 11 West, Allegan County.  The dam consists of three earth embankments 

identified in past Reports as the left (#1), main (#2), and right (#3) earth embankments.  

Directional orientation referring to left or right in the following text is based on standing 

on top of the dam and looking downstream. 

The dam has only one spillway or principal spillway.  This principal spillway is a 

12-foot high 66-inch diameter corrugated metal pipe (CMP) riser connected to a 255-

foot long 48-inch diameter bituminous-coated CMP outlet tube.  This spillway has a 24-

inch diameter inlet tube of unknown length that projects into the impoundment area.  

The inlet tube is reported to have a slide gate located in the interior of the riser. 

The dam has a structural height of approximately 30 feet as measured from the 
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natural bed of the stream to the lowest point of the top of the dam.  The dam's height, as 

defined by Part 315 of Act 451, Public Acts of 1994, is approximately 29 feet as 

measured from the streambed to the estimated design flood elevation.  The dam 

impounds a surface area of approximately 114 acres. 

The dam was built in 1961, prior to Michigan’s first dam construction law.  The 

purpose of the dam is to provide recreational opportunity for the land development 

around the impoundment.  Information concerning the design, construction, 

geotechnical conditions, maintenance, repairs, and operational history of the dam was 

obtained by reviewing the 1981 National Dam Safety Program (NDSP) inspection 

report.  The 1993 Report noted an interview at that time with Messrs. Langkamp and 

Smith.  Mr. Langkamp was the President of the Lake Doster Development Company.  

The Company was the owner of the dam at that time.  Mr. Smith was the Company's 

surveyor.  Original design plans and specifications are not readily available.  The design 

and oversight of the construction was by Mr. Ken Fishbeck, P.E., one of the original 

principals of Fishbeck, Thompson, Carr and Huber, Consulting Engineers (FTC&H).  In 

the 2011 Report, Mr. Erickson, then and present Lake Manager for LDLA, advised that 

contacts with the local FTC&H office was not successful in finding any plans or records 

concerning the dam’s design or construction.  

Based on comments by Mr. Smith in 1993, and review of the topographic 

mapping prior to construction (Figure 2 in the pocket of the 1993 Report), the 

construction of the dam encompassed the flattening of two ridges on either side of the 

present location of the spillway.  Further discussion on the construction is presented in 

the section on Earth Embankments of the 1993 Report.  

Photographs taken during the field investigation are provided in Appendix A.  The 

photographs depict those taken in the 2011 Report.  They are numbered for future 

reference and for comparison purposes to past reports.  Photographs should be used to 

compare current with previously observed conditions to assist with evaluating changes 

and to document completed recommendations since the last inspection.  Figures of the 

structural components of the dam are shown in Appendix B of the 1993 Report.  The 

2014 Dam Safety Inspection Field Report is provided in Appendix C.  It includes 

observations made on May 16, 2014, along with information from previous dam safety 

inspection reports and information provided by the LDLA representatives at the 

inspection.  Appendix D contains the flood discharge estimates from the MDEQ dated 
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May 29, 2014. 

FIELD INSPECTION 
This section summarizes the observations during the dam inspection and 

provides background to the recommendations.  As noted above, the directional 

orientation referring to left or right is based on standing on top of the dam and looking 

downstream. 

Embankments 

The Lake Doster Dam has one main earth embankment approximately 350 feet 

in length with a structural height of 30 feet.  Two additional embankments referred to as 

the left and right embankments respectively, were constructed to the left and right of the 

main embankment on top of a natural ridge.  The ridge had minimal elevations ranging 

from 852 feet to 854 feet.  Please refer to Figure 2 and the discussion on the 

construction of the embankments in the 1993 Report. 

The upstream slopes of the embankments have sparse grass cover with light 

brush.  The 2011 Report stated that previous report’s observations had noted 

developing trees that have now been removed under the LDLA ongoing maintenance 

program.  Please note photographs 4, 7, 8, 8a, 10, 11, 21, and 22.  Trees and brush will 

be a constant maintenance problem particularly for the downstream slope.  The 

downstream slope is minimal at its 2 to 2.5 horizontal to 1 vertical existing condition.  

Considerations should be given to flattened to a manageable 3 horizontal to 1 vertical 

slope.  The grass need periodic mowing.  

In the previous Reports, the past thick vegetation consisting of brush and weeds 

on the downstream slope of the left, main, and right embankments deterred a thorough 

investigation.  Prior to the 2011 Report, the downstream slope had been sufficiently 

cleared to allow the Lake Manager to conduct periodic investigations for signs of slides, 

cracks, or settlement.  The current conditions are documented in photographs 1, 3, 5, 

13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 26, 27 and 28. 

The 1999 Report noted new residential construction activity at the right 

downstream abutment area of the right embankment.  Fill had been reportedly placed 

on or near the crest of the dam at the top of the downstream slope near the right 

abutment area.  This area appears to be stable.   
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The crest of the dam varies in width from 35 feet to over 100 feet.  It has a 20-

foot wide bituminous paved roadway that was newly paved after the 2005 Inspection.  

The crest of the dam with the bituminous road appears in photographs 2,3, 5, 12, and 

15, 17, and 22.  The crest appears stable.  There was no evidence of settlement or 

significant cracks.  There are minor transverse cracks over the outlet tube area of the 

main earth embankment.  This may be due to the slight settlement of engineered fill 

over the pipe.  It should be periodically observed.  The 2011 Report observed the 

bituminous pavement for the road on the crest of the dam.  This year frequent 

transverse cracking in the bituminous pavement was observed, however, this is typical 

of such pavement as it ages and is not a concern for the earth embankment.  There 

were longitudinal crack in the left embankment noted in previous Reports, however, this 

crack has stabilized and no longer exists. 

The pavement concentrates road runoff at the right embankment’s right abutment 

onto the downstream slope interface.  The 2008 Report had a recommendation for a 

catch basin / drop structure to be connected to a horizontal outlet pipe.  The 2011 

Report found that this was not installed.  Rather the 2011 Report found that the Allegan 

County Road Commission installed a bituminous inlet with a limited length of smooth 

lined corrugated plastic pipe (SLCPP).  The inlet and pipe functioned as a downspout 

unto the downstream slope of the right earth embankment.  The reported discharge on 

the downstream slope that was causing erosion of this slope, has been stabilized with 

plain to heavy riprap. 

The downstream area of the toe of slopes for all embankments have been, 

cleared.  These areas need to be well maintained and cleared to provide access for the 

inspection of the downstream slope of these embankments.  The Lake Manager should 

make observation and notes for any signs of instability (sloughs, slides, cracks, 

seepage, and or piping). 

Some general comments on trees made in the previous reports are repeated 

here and pertain to earth embankments for dams.  Trees can be blown over by high 

winds resulting in the loss of embankment.  The root systems of trees can develop 

seepage paths that may lead to piping (loss of soil material by the movement of water).  

Presence of trees and brush encourages burrowing animal activity.  Therefore, both the 

burrowing animals such as muskrats and the presence of trees can compromise the 

stability of the embankment slope.  Any burrowing animals should be trapped and 
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removed from the earth embankment area. 

Areas of seepage were still observed at the toe and left abutment area of the 

right embankment, see photograph 6.  This area is being cleared.  As with the previous 

reports no piping of material was observed in the flow.  The seepage orange color is 

evidence of the deep flowage path under the earth embankments.  The orange color us 

results from the ferrous oxide (iron content of the water) being exposed to air.  

Photographs 24 to 26 of the 1996 Report show the downstream toe area and seepage 

areas that exist.  This seepage is located 20 to 30 feet from the toe of the downstream 

slope of the right embankment (see photograph 6.)  Again, it is imperative that this area 

continued to be cleared to facilitate inspection of the slope and toe area, as is the case 

for all three earth embankments.  

Spillway 

The dam has only one spillway that is located in the main earth embankment. 

This principal spillway consists of a 12-foot high 66-inch diameter CMP riser connected 

to a 255-foot long 48-inch diameter, bituminous coated, CMP outlet tube.  This spillway 

has a 24-inch diameter inlet tube of unknown length with a slide gate located in the 

interior of the riser.  The riser has a 78-inch diameter CMP pipe on the outside and the 

space between the two pipes was filled with concrete.  No steel reinforcement was 

added.  The added weight of the concrete probably counteracts against uplift pressure 

on the foundation of the riser. 

The top of the trashrack is shown in photograph 9.  As reported in the 1993 

Report, the trashrack has 1-inch by 4-inch openings and could be easily plugged by 

weeds.  The 1996, 1999, 2002, 2005 and 2008 photographs show the trashrack is being 

plugged by debris, and required continual monitoring and cleaning.  The 1996 Report 

recommended a change by increasing the trashrack spacing to at least three to six 

inches and making the trashrack a conical shape.  However, the LDLA opted to raise  

the trashrack.  This option allows the  small debris to pass, and is an acceptable 

alternative. 

With the alteration of the trash rack the existing slide gate was repaired and is in 

good operating condition.   

The riser, as well as the 48-inch diameter outlet tube, had a bituminous coating 

applied when installed.  It was reported that no change in the condition of the outlet 
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pipe.  Portions of the exterior application of this coating are detached from the outlet 

pipe.  However, no exterior rusting of this galvanized pipe has occurred.  The interior of 

the outlet tube was inspected in 1993, 1999 and 2002 and is shown in photograph 25.  

Mr. Dertz took a video in 2008.  A DVD titled the “Lake Doster Dam Outlet Pipe 

Inspection” was done by OMM Engineering, Inc.  Review of that DVD for the 2008 

Report found no change in the condition of the interior of the outlet pipe from previous 

inspection Reports.  The interior of this pipe was not observed during this inspection.  It 

is recommended that continued interior inspections of the outlet tube be documented 

with either photographs or video recordings.  Any loss of bituminous coating or 

separation of joints should be duly recorded. 

The discharge from the outlet tube has to negotiate a bend within the tube.  Flow 

exits the outlet tube to a natural plunge pool.  The existence of the bend in the outlet 

tube can cause flow transitions that could impact the integrity of the pipe’s joints.  The 

bend could also hamper future repairs or modifications (discussed below.)  The plunge 

pool was formed naturally and is adequate for the design flows.  The channel banks of 

the plunge pool have been stabilized with block. 

Though the principal spillway still remains in fair to  good condition, it is 

recommended that the owner continue with a plan for the repair, modification, or 

replacement of this structure.  The type of material present in the principal spillway is 

subject to further deterioration.  The spillway will exceed its recognized “design life” with 

over 50-years of service.  Repair, modification, or replacement may have to be 

implemented within the next 5-10 years, and is solely dependent on its condition.  

Several options to repair or replace the pipe were previously discussed with the LDLA 

representatives; however, this is beyond the scope of this inspection report.   

The owner is reminded that each repair, modification, or replacement option has 

functional advantages and disadvantages that need to be weighed with future financial 

costs and considerations.  However, some considerations were discussed in the 2011 

Report, and some of those considerations have been addressed with the slide gate and 

trashrack repair.  The need to address the existing bend in the outlet tube that has 

potential to impact not only flows but has structural impacts due to water flow 

transitions; the bend may impact mode of repair with either plastic pipe inserts or 

impregnated lining. 
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STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
Based on the visual inspection of the embankments and the principal spillway, 

the dam appears to be in a stable condition.  There was no evidence of any structural 

movements or settlement.  

HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS 
The Lake Doster Dam has a high hazard potential classification.  Based on this 

classification, the dam must pass, at a minimum, the 200-year (0.5% chance) design 

flood per Section 31516 of Michigan's Dam Safety Act.  The MDEQ provided the design 

inflow and routed outflow flood discharge rates and volumes (see previous Reports) in 

their email dated May 29, 2014 (Appendix D).  The MDEQ had estimated in 2008 a 

0.5% chance flood inflow of 1300 cubic feet per second (cfs) with an estimated runoff 

volume of 240 acre-feet.  This has not changed.  As with past Reports these inflows 

were routed.  Routing of this inflow hydrograph is warranted due to vast amount of 

storage capacity of the impoundment of approximately 460 acre-feet.   

The principal spillway has an estimated capacity of approximately 230 cfs with no 

freeboard.  The estimated capacity of the spillway with 1.5 feet of freeboard is 95 cfs.  

However, the total runoff volume ranged from 290 acre-feet (1999 Report) to 210 acre-

feet (2002 Report), with the present runoff volume estimated by MDEQ to be 240 acre-

feet.  It is estimated, based on the storage capacity-rating curve in Appendix C of the 

2002 Report, that this range of runoff volumes could easily be stored in the 

impoundment with a rise in the impoundment level of approximately 1.3 feet.  This 

would leave 1.8 feet of freeboard.  Based on these facts, the dam has sufficient spillway 

capacity. 

For the record, the previous dam owner in 1993, Mr. Langkamp, stated for the 

1993 Report that a 12-inch rainfall over a 24-hour period occurred in 1979.  The 

impoundment did raise but not significantly enough to impact the fixed boat docks in the 

impoundment area.  This intense rainfall event did cause some erosion along the crest 

due to roadway runoff.  If this amount of rainfall is accurate, then the dam has already 

experienced a flood of record greater then the design flood with minimal impact on the 

structure.  Subsequently, Mr. Langkamp reported a 4-inch rainfall in the 2002 Report.  

There was no impact to the impoundment from that event at that time. 
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Operation and maintenance of the dam is the responsibility of the Mr. Dennis 

Erickson, who is contracted with LDLA.  The operation and maintenance (O&M) of the 

dam is outlined within Mr. Erickson’s contractual responsibilities. 

Due to the high hazard potential classification for this dam, an Emergency Action 

Plan (EAP) is required.  The EAP has been updated, reviewed and approved by the 

Allegan County Emergency Management Department and then transmitted to the 

MDEQ.
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APPENDIX A:  PHOTOGRAPHS 

Photographs should be used for comparison purposes of any change in conditions and 
documentation of completed recommendations. 

Appendix A:  Photographs



(1)  Downstream slope right embankment from right abutment.  NO CHANGE except 
mowed and maintained. 

 

(2) Crest of right earth embankment from right abutment.  Bituminous roadway 
transverse cracking typical of pavement.   NO CHANGE 

Appendix A:  Photographs



(3) Crest right earth embankment.   
NO CHANGE  

 

(4) Upstream slope, guardrail, paved road on crest of right embankment, looking toward 
main embankment.  NOTE BRUSH CLEARED. 

  

Appendix A:  Photographs



(5) Crest right earth embankment, from left abutment.   
NO CHANGE 

 
(6) Seepage area downstream right embankment at left abutment area, looking left.   

NO CHANGE 

Appendix A:  Photographs



(7) The right upstream slope of main embankment and inlet to principal spillway.   
NO CHANGE 

 
(8) Left side of upstream slope of main embankment.   

NO CHANGE 

Appendix A:  Photographs



 
(8a) 2011 Photo.  Upstream slope of main embankment, new seawall.   

NO CHANGE 

(9) The inlet and trashrack of the principal spillway riser.  MODIFIED, RAISED TO 
ALLOW SMALL SIZE DEBRIS TO PASS.  ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE TO 

PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED CONICAL TRASHRACK.  NEW SLIDE GATE 
ADDED. 

Appendix A:  Photographs



(10) The right side of upstream slope and top of main embankment.   
NO CHANGE 

 

(11) Upstream slope of right embankment from main embankment.   
NO CHANGE 
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(12) Crest of main embankment looking to right embankment.   
SLOPED CLEARED. 

 
(13) Brush and trees on the downstream slope main embankment over outlet tube 

AREA CLEARED. 
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(14) Downstream slope of main embankment from left abutment.   
SLOPED CLEARED. 

 

(15) Crest of left embankment from the left abutment at boat ramp access.   
NO CHANGE 
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(16) River valley downstream of left embankment. 
SLOPED CLEARED 

  

(17) Downstream slope and crest of left embankment.  Note tree and brush removed 
from slope, toe area CLEARED. 
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(18) & (19) Filled (1999) area downstream slope left embankment.  PREVIOUS 
SEEPAGE AREA EXPOSED, HOWEVER, NO CHANGE SINCE 2005 

 
(20) 2011 PHOTO Downstream slope and toe left embankment at right abutment.  

Large tree stumps and cleared toe area for inspections.  NO CHANGE 
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(21) 2011 PHOTO Upstream slope left embankment from left abutment.   

NO CHANGE 

(22) Upstream slope of left embankment viewed from right abutment area.   
SLOPE CLEARED 
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(23) End of outlet tube and stilling basin area of principal spillway. 
DOWNSTREAM AREA AND ABANDONED BRIDGE REMOVED 

 

(24) Principal spillway outlet tube outlet and plunge pool area.   
BLOCKED TRAINING WALLS AND FENCE ADDED TO OUTLET. 
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(25) Interior of outlet tube near end of the outlet tube. Loss of bituminous coating at 
flow line and rusting of invert.   

NO CHANGE  
  

(26) Downstream slope and toe of left embankment at right abutment. 
SLOPE AND TOE CLEARED 
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(27) Bituminous inlet to downspout at right abutment of right embankment.   
 

(28) Outlet end of downspout right abutment area.  PREVIOUSLY NOTED ERODED 
AREA REPAIRED.  RIPRAP PLACED TO PROTECT SLOPE. eroded area, needs to be 

extended off slope past toe of slope.  Place riprap to protect toe of slope.  NO 
CHANGE?
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APPENDIX B:  FIGURES AND SKETCHES 
Figures and Sketches were provided in 1993 and 2005 Reports. 

Appendix B: Figures and Sketches



APPENDIX C:  FIELD REPORT 



DAM SAFETY INSPECTION FIELD REPORT 

1.  Name of Dam: Lake Doster   
 Dam ID No.: 0723 
 Date: 5/16/2014 

2.  Owner(s): Lake Doster Lake Association (LDLA)  
 Address: 431 Midlakes Blvd., Plainwell, MI   49080 
 Phone:  269-664-5984 
 Operator:  Mike Wright, Operations Manager, and Board Member, LDLA 
 Email:  does not want private email address provided in public document 

3.  Location of Dam:  Section: SE 24, Town:  1 North, Range:  11 East 
 County:  Allegan 
 River:  Tributary to Silver Creek 

4.  Persons Present at Inspection: 
 Name    Title  
 Gary F. Croskey, P.E.  Consultant  
 Dennis Erickson   Lake Manager, contracted LDLA 
 Mike Wright   Operations Manager and LDLA Board Member 

5.  Description of Dam:  
Three earth embankments with principal spillway consisting of a 60-inch diameter CMP 
riser and 48-inch diameter CMP outlet tube. (see Project Information Section of Report) 

6.  Dam Owner Questionnaire Completed?  Yes ___ No__x__ (refer to 1993 Report 
file) 
7.  Prior Inspections: 1980 National Dam Safety Program (NDSP); 1993, 1996, 1999 
and 2002, 2008, and 2011 by Gary F. Croskey, P.E.;  2005 Report by Progressive AE 

8.  Hazard Potential Classification: HIGH 

ENGINEERING DATA 
1.  Vicinity Map:  1981 NDSP Report   
2.  Geology Reports: 1981 NDSP Report  
3.  Design Analysis:  1993 Report Figures 
4.  Plans:   1993 Report  

CONSTRUCTION DATA 
1.  As-Built:  Per 1993 Report Mr. Ken Fishbeck, P.E., of Fishbeck, Thompson, Carr 
and Huber (FTCH). (Per 2011 Report, Mr. Erickson was not successful in obtaining 
plans from FTCH)  
2.  Post Construction Surveys:  1993 Report  
3.  Construction History:  Per 1993 Report 
4.  Modifications: Main earth embankment has seawall constructed under MDEQ 
permit.  TRASHRACK RAISED TO ALLOW SMALL DEBRIS TO PASS AS 
ALTERNATIVE TO RECOMMENDED CONICAL TRASHRACK.  DURING INSPECTION 

Appendix C:  Field Report 



IT WAS REPORTED THAT A PROPOSED MARINA MAYBE INSTALLED UPSTREAM 
SLOPE OF RIGHT EMBANKMENT.   
5.  Borrow Sources:  Adjacent ridges native material on site and clay borrow south end 
of property. 

OPERATION & MAINTENANCE DATA 
1.  Operation & Maintenance Plan and Procedures:  Clean trashrack, remove trees 
and brush every 2-3 years.  No formal written plan except for contractual requirement to 
Mr. Erickson.  Daily inspects spillway, weekly three embankments (trees and brush 
control, erosion from road runoff, signs of seepage, animal burrows.  Contact 
appropriate professional as needed.   NO CHANGE 
2.  Monitoring Systems:  None, except Messrs. Erickson and Wright see above walks 
dam once a week, and daily in Fall to remove leaves from trashrack.  NO CHANGE 
3.  Impoundment Level Records:  None, just use the riser level which is constant 
normal flows to the impoundment. 
4.  O&M Records:  Diary by deceased operator Joe Langkamp of daily observations.  
All record retained by Lake Manager since initial 2008. Annually update EAP.  
Documents are done monthly and were available at inspection. 
5.  Dam Incidences/Reports:  1974 12 inch rain in 24 hours with no incident at dam 
6.  Pictures:  1981, 1993, 1996, 1999, 2002, 2008, and 2011 Reports 

INSTRUMENTATION 
1.  Monuments, Benchmarks, Surveys:  Spillway crest is at 859.6 feet (assumed 
NGVD). 
2.  Observation Wells:  None 
3.  Weirs:  None 
4.  Piezometers:  None 
5.  Stream Gage Recorder:  None 

DATA 

RESERVOIR 
1.  Slope:  Steep to mild 
2.  Bank:  Flat to steep with residences 
3.  Sedimentation:  None seen. 



EARTH EMBANKMENTS 
Embankment Length (ft) 

Main: ______ Left: __X’ (1)__ Right: ______ Other: _____ Total Length: 700 feet 
HEIGHT IS 13 FEET 

Y = yes N = no  P = photo  

COMMENTS:   
1.  New bituminous pavement after 2005 Report, MINOR TRANSVERSE CRACKING 
(TYPICAL TO BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT)  NO CHANGE 

2.  Brush and trees have been removed.  The brush on the upstream slope is under 
control. 



EARTH EMBANKMENTS 
Embankment Length (ft) 

Main: ______ Left: ____ Right: ___x___ Other: _____ Total Length: 350 feet 
HEIGHT IS 11 FEET 

Y = yes N = no  P = photo  

COMMENTS:   
1.  New bituminous pavement after 2005 Report.  TRANSVERSE CRACKS TYPICAL 
OF BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT. 
2.  Increase tree and brush growth from 2002 and 2005 Reports, has been removed 
2011 Observations at inspection: 
3.  Grass and weed covered very steep DOWNSTREAM SLOPE.  Gully erosion from 
road runoff HAS BEEN CORRECTED.  Bituminous inlet to SLCPP downspout that is 
discharging on slope THAT HAS BEEN RIPRAP.  
4.  Clearing of downstream slope good, continue MONITORING seepage IN cattail 
area. 



EARTH EMBANKMENTS 
Embankment Length (ft) 

Main: ___X___ Left: ____ Right: ______ Other: _____ Total Length: 350 feet 
HEIGHT IS 27 FEET 

Y = yes N = no  P = photo  

COMMENTS:   
1.  New bituminous pavement after 2005 Report 
2.  Trees above outlet tube have been removed.  

FROM 2011 REPORT Observations 
3.  Seawall added October – November 2011.  MDEQ permit by contractor 
4.  DOWNSTREAM slope cleared of trees, brush being maintained 
5.  Transverse cracks in bit pavement over general location of outlet tube 
6.  Seepage DOWNSTREAM of outlet tube, photo of seepage at tire ruts of contractor 
that removed bridge decking, far from toe of slope. 



SPILLWAYS AND OUTLETS 
1.  Types and locations: 48 - inch CMP tube with 66 – inch CSP riser, 12 feet high with 
78 inch outside concrete fill between pipes.  Gated drawdown 24 inches.   
2.  Condition:  Good FUTURE PIPE REPLACEMENT 5-10 YEARS REPLACEMENT  
 Cracks:  N/A 
 Displacement:  None  
 Spalling: N/A 
 Erosion:  PHOTO 24, Plunge pool ok, discussed possible geotextile fabric and 
riprap, but plunge pool is stable for range of flows. 
 Seepage and Drainage:  None at outlet tube 
3.  CONTROLS:   
 Gates: 24-inch slide gate, operated occasionally include gate operation 
discussion in spillway section.  Gate reported frozen 
 Stoplogs:  None 
 Hoists:  Key in crib by office, Mr. Erickson bought socket and breaker bar 
 Trashrack:  PHOTO 9 MODIFIED AND RAISED TO ALLOW SMALL DEBRIS TO 
PASS.  SUITABLE TO PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATION FOR CONICAL SLOPED 
TRASHRACK. 
4.  Inlet Channel:  Impoundment 
5.  Outlet Channel:  PHOTO 23, Tributary to Silver Creek, very wide floodplain.  
DOWNSTREAM FLOODPLAIN WAS TO BE AN IMPOUNDMENT AREA FOR 
DEVELOPMENT THAT DID NOT GET CONSTRUCTED. 
6.  Other/Rating Tables/Charts etc.:  1981 NDSP report 

HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC DATA 
HYDROLOGY 

The 2014 routed peak outflows along with the runoff volume were provided by the 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) email, dated May 29, 2014 
attached in this report in Appendix D.  Data from previous reports is provided for 
comparison purposes only: 



HYDRAULIC 
Spillway Capacities, Rating Tables/Curves, and Questions 

1.  Description of principal spillway, including stilling basin.   
Are plans available:   Yes    X No   
Capacity in cfs:   
without freeboard (top of dam), elevation:  863.1 feet 230  cfs ** 
operating capacity at elevation: elevation:  859.6 feet  0 cfs 
Note:   
2.  Description of auxiliary spillway, including stilling basin.   
Are plans available:   __Yes    _X_ No   
Capacity in cfs:  
Operating capacity at elevation:_ ft  cfs 
Note:  No auxiliary reported 

3.  Storage capacity curves for reservoir:   

Notes: 

5.  Please attach one graph displaying the spillway and tailwater rating curves. 
Note:  See MDEQ letter dated 3/25/1996 

6.  Sensitivity analysis of estimated flows.  

7.  State development in downstream floodplain at various elevations:  WIDE 
FLOODPLAIN 

8.  Has downstream development constrained use of any outlet works or spillways?  NO 

9.  Will downstream erosion resulting from normal or design flood discharges jeopardize 
the safety of the structure?  NO 



10.  Have ice jams or debris affected past operation of the dam?  NO 

11.  What is the existing hydraulic capacity of the structure (no freeboard).  What is the 
probability of its capacity being exceeded?  190 cfs, <<< 0.5%.  

12.  Give the magnitude of the recommended spillway design flood in terms of 
discharge, and volume in acre-feet?  0.5% inflow, routed to 110  cfs, storage available 
460 ac-ft versus actual runoff volume of 210 ac-ft.  What percent of maximum storage 
capacity of the dam is this runoff volume?  100% with no outfLow. 

13.  What is the most probable mode of hydraulic failure?  This answer should include: 
a) Type of failure, i.e. overtopping, erosion, piping, etc.:  OVERTOPPING 
b) Probability of occurrence:  < 1.0% CHANCE 
c) Estimated downstream consequence:  NONE   

14.  Would a failure of the structure at flood frequency discharge less than the 
recommended spillway design flood significantly increase the downstream hazard for 
loss of life and the economic loss?  NO 

15.  Will structural failure at maximum controlled pool elevation (top of dam) cause a 
downstream flood wave that could result in higher hazard conditions?  NO 

16.  Will structural failure at normal controlled pool elevation cause a downstream flood 
wave that could result in a Lower hazard classification?  NO 

17.  Is further detailed hydrologic or hydraulic study warranted?  If so, explain why. 
NO, SEE 1981 NATIONAL DAM SAFETY INSPECTION REPORT. 

18.  Will routing the recommended spillway design flood through to pool significantly (by 
more than 10%) attenuate the peak?     X  Yes    __ No   

19.  Does the stilling basin adequately dissipate energy over expected range of 
discharges?  YES 



APPENDIX D:  ENGINEERING DATA 
MDEQ Discharge Information email dated May 29, 2014 



<deq-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov> Thu, May 29, 2014 at 5:28 PM 

To: "croskeyg@gmail.com" <croskeyg@gmail.com> 

This reply is being sent via email only. 

We have estimated the flood frequency discharges requested in your email of 
May 15, 2014 (Process No. 20140215), as follows: 

Tributary to Silver Creek (Kalamazoo County) at Lake Doster Dam, Dam ID 723, 
Section 25, T1N, R11W, Gun Plain Township, Allegan County, has a total 
drainage area of 1.5 square miles and a contributing drainage area of 1.3 square 
miles.  The design discharge for this dam is the 0.5% chance (200-year) flood.  
The 2%, 1%, and 0.5% chance peak flows are estimated to be 80 cubic feet per 
second (cfs), 100 cfs, and 120 cfs, respectively.  The 0.5% chance flood volume 
is estimated to be 240 acre-feet. (Watershed Basin No. 17 Kalamazoo). 

Please include a copy of this letter with your inspection report or any subsequent 
application for permit.  These estimates should be confirmed by our office if an 
application is not submitted within one year.  If you have any questions 
concerning the discharge estimates, please contact Ms. Susan Greiner, 
Hydrologic Studies and Dam Safety Unit, at 517-284-5579, or by email at: 
GreinerS@michigan.gov.  If you have any questions concerning the hydraulics or 
the requirements for the dam safety inspection report, please contact Mr. Luke 
Trumble of our Dam Safety Program at 517-284-5581, or by email at: 
TrumbleL@michigan.gov. 

mailto:deq-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov
mailto:croskeyg@gmail.com
mailto:croskeyg@gmail.com
mailto:GreinerS@michigan.gov.
mailto:TrumbleL@michigan.gov.
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2017-03-31 Lake Doster Dam Improvement 122666.15 Page 1

Left end of left embankment Left end of left embankment

Left end of left embankment
                 

Standing on left end of left embankment looking right
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Road drainage spillway on left side left embankment
              

Downstream face of left embankment
               

Road surface on left embankment Upstream bank of left embankment
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Small burrow hole on top of left embankment Vegetation on upstream slope of left embankment

Small bare patch on upstream slope left embankment
              

Looking right along left embankment
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Crest of left embankment, looking right Downstream face of left embankment

Downstream face of left embankment Vegetation on upstream slope of left embankment
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Parking lot on left embankment Trees on downstream slope of left embankment

Downstream face of left embankment Downstream face of left embankment
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Downstream face of left embankment
              

Downstream face of left embankment, looking right
              

Downstream face of left embankment Riprap on downstream toe of left embankment
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Small rill erosion on downstream toe of left 
embankment
                    

Downstream face of left embankment
                 
                     

Riprap on downstream toe of left embankment
                      

Small seepage or boil area on downstream toe of left 
embankment
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Small seepage or boil area on downstream toe of left 
embankment
         

Seepage or boil area on downstream toe of left 
embankment
                

Seepage or boil area on downstream toe of left 
embankment
                  

Seepage area on downstream toe of left embankment
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Small area of eroded dirt on left downstream 
embankment

Downstream face of left embankment
                   

Seepage or boil area on downstream toe of left 
embankment

Wooded portion of downstream slope of left 
embankment
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Seepage area on downstream toe of left embankment Seepage area on downstream toe of left embankment

Typical of downstream slope of left embankment Typical of downstream slope of main embankment
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Downstream slope of main embankment Downstream slope of main embankment

Crest of main embankment Crest of main embankment
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Outlet control structure Beach area near outlet control structure

Beach area near outlet control structure
                          

Woody vegetation on upstream face of main 
embankment
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Woody vegetation on upstream face of main 
embankment

Outlet control structure
                      

Outlet control structure Crest of main embankment
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Crest of main embankment Downstream slope of main embankment

Standing water (from runoff) downstream slope of 
main embankment

Standing water (from runoff) downstream slope of 
main embankment
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Some slope erosion on downstream slope of main 
embankment

Some slope erosion on downstream slope of main 
embankment

Downstream of outlet Outlet pipe
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Left retaining wall State of pipe coating

Right retaining wall
                            

Interior of pipe. Note some coating removed but no 
rust
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Interior of pipe. Note some coating removed but no 
rust

Interior of pipe. Note some coating removed but no 
rust

Downstream slope of right embankment Upstream slope of right embankment
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Road runoff pipe Outlet of road runoff pipe

Downstream slope of right embankment Trees on downstream slope of right embankment
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Toe of slope right embankment
                  

Small amount of seepage or standing water on toe of 
slope of right embankment
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APPENDIX D

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Right of Inlet Structure

Inlet Structure
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Exercising Valve

Left of Inlet Structure
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Woody Vegetation

Stabilized Concentrated Flow Path
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Woody Vegetation Adjacent to Parking Area

Brush (No Trees)
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Muskrat Activity

Brush (No Trees)
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Launch

Travel Surface
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Riprap Spillway

Downstream Face
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Downstream Face

Riprap Toe of Slope Protection/Seepage
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Burrowing Activity

Downstream Wetland
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Toe Drainage Tube (No Flow)

Seepage
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Seepage

Downstream Face
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Burrowing Activity

Seepage
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Seepage

Downstream Face/Access Road
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Downstream Face/Access Road

Downstream Face/Access Road
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Plunge Pool

Receiving Stream
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Outlet Pipe/Downstream Face

Slope Over Outlet Pipe
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Interior of Outlet Pipe

Woody Vegetation
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Woody Vegetation

Downstream Face
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Seepage

Seepage
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Drop Structure

Upstream Face
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Small Rodent Hole

Downstream Face
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